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ABSTRACT
Along with the rise of artificial intelligence and the internet-of-things, synthesized voices are now common in daily–life, providing us with guidance, assistance, and even companionship. From formant to concatenative synthesis, the synthesized voice continues to be defined by the same traits we prescribe to ourselves. When the recorded voice is synthesized, does our perception of its new machine embodiment change, and can we consider an alternative, more inclusive form? To begin evaluating the impact of aesthetic design, this study presents a first–step perception test to explore the paralinguistic traits of the synthesized voice. Using a corpus of 13 synthesized voices, constructed from acoustic concatenative speech synthesis, we assessed the response of 23 listeners from differing cultural backgrounds. To evaluate if perception shifts from the defined traits, we asked listeners to assigned traits of age, gender, accent origin, and human–likeness. Results present a difference in perception for age and human–likeness across voices, and a general agreement across listeners for both gender and accent origin. Connections found between age, gender and human–likeness call for further exploration into a more participatory and inclusive synthesized vocal identity.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User studies; Sound-based input / output; Personal digital assistants;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The synthesized voice is an instrument of speech, which has evolved throughout the last century [8, 17, 18, 28, 30]. Often a disembodied assistant, it inhabits many mediums of our everyday–life, including: interactive speech and language training [10], guides for the blind on public transport [29], within smart–devices (i. e. Apple’s®, Siri®), or smart–homes (i. e. Amazon’s, Alexa), and educational devices, such as humanoid robots (i.e. Robokind’s, Milo).

Development and implementation of synthesized voices is now a multi-million dollar industry, with some of the biggest technology companies including: Amazon, Apple, AT & T, Google, IBM, Nuance, and Yamaha successfully joining the field [1, 3, 12, 19, 26]. Such voices are now easily accessible and part of the ‘norm’, offering an instinctive interface between human and machine. Yet, arguably they lack the representation, of the diverse individuals who interact with them.

This paper (motivated by the [multi’vocal] collective [2]), is the start of a series of perception tests to explore the notions of identity, personhood and will that we ascribe to the synthesized voices talking to us. Presented herein is a perception test on a collection of synthesized voices produced by the IBM® Watson Text to Speech (TTS) system, an interactive synthesis system used to speak text input. This systems is able to adapt standard vocal features of the synthesized voice including; breathiness, and glottal tension. Offering control of prosody; pitch, and speaking rate, and expressiveness; ’Good News’, and ’Uncertainty’ [5].

Such human–like characteristics have been discussed in connection to the personification debate [4, 14]. This debate involves the need for interfaces to imitate human behaviour, asking if synthesized voices should adopt anthropomorphic traits, such as; gender, dialect, and portrayal of emotion [14]. However, the social and political implications involved in the design and aesthetic as discussed for other human–machine interactions, including; the internet [36].
and humanoid–robots [27], have only recently begun to be discussed for the synthesized voice [23]. Although it is worth noting that the human voice, as a marker of identity, has been highlighted within cultural studies [15, 38].

Developing natural sounding synthesized voices requires collaboration from interdisciplinary fields, including the humanities (linguistics, philosophy, sociology, psychology), and engineering (machine learning, signal processing, interaction design). Predominately, focus lies with achieving naturalness, via concerns of corpus size, and processing capacity [14], with minimal consideration being given to the personification type, which may profoundly impact listeners.

Nevertheless, many designed synthesized voices are openly available, commonly through TTS systems, allowing for immediate user–interaction (i.e. Google Translate). State-of-the-art synthesized voices are popularly produced via concatenative sound synthesis, a method which automatically accesses minute segments within large speech corpora, to construct text input [32].

There have been many perception studies which mostly focus on improving, and better understanding naturalness of the synthesized voice. For example Gong et al. [11], explored the effect of human speech in combination with synthesized speech, showing that synthesized voices improved instruction understanding, better than the human–voice. Intelligibility, specifically for the blind was explored in [35], and [20] compared gendered synthesized voices for their authoritative influence. Nevertheless to the best of the authors knowledge, the paralinguistic (the study of speech, beyond the communicated message [34]) traits of the synthesized voice, have not yet been evaluated.

As a first-step for scrutinising the recent improvements of synthesized voice aesthetic design, this study assesses the response of 23 listeners from differing cultural backgrounds. Evaluating if the perceived vocal traits of age, gender, accent origin and human–likeliness, can be assigned to each of the 13 synthesized voices in the IBM® Watson library (cf. Table 1), and if gender and accent origin differ from that which were previously attributed.

Through a more inclusive (broad in scale) trait annotation, this study hopes to begin understanding the personification assigned to synthesized voices. Given the success achieved in the field of computational paralinguistics for vocal trait classification [21, 40], similar methodology for synthesized voices, may improve effectiveness, and also advance aesthetic understanding, to highlight the impact of synthesized voice personification.

## 2 SYNTHESIZED VOICE CONSTRUCTS

Since the Voice Operating Demonstrator was introduced in 1939 [17], speech synthesis has evolved, from circuitry replicating the vocal tract, to complex segmentation and automated reconstruction of recorded speech. Today’s, synthesis methods include: 

1. **Formant selection (concatenation)**, 
2. **Hidden Markov Model (HMM)** (statistical parametric), and 
3. **coarticulation synthesis** [34].

Predominately these techniques can be observed in two ways – rule-based manipulation of acoustic parameters, i.e. formant synthesis, and speech–based sample concatenation, i.e. unit selection [34].

Acoustic concatenation, is the method utilised by the IBM® Watson TTS system, and has become the popular for many others since the 1990’s. This method takes a set of recorded sentences, and segments them into 10–100ms denominations, storing them in a corpora of varying sizes, which can be accessed to automatically reassemble the users text input. Depending on corpora size, concatenation synthesis can be very effective for TTS, and has the potential to pronounce all word combinations, achieving what some say is a natural human–like voice [14, 33].

Although it has been said that acoustic concatenation can offer greater naturalness, than previously developed methods, it does have some limited flexibility. Depending on the variation from the recorded speaker, long stretches of speech output can lack dynamic and often seem monotonous [16]. Some have suggested that naturalness can be increased through the addition of a synthetic fundamental frequency to the recorded segments [32], and more recently IBM® engineers are developing features including Expressive Synthesis and Voice Transformation [5] which allow for manipulation of human vocal feature such as F0, rate, and timbre. Additionally once optimal segments have been selected, the IBM® system uses Pitch Synchronous Overlap and Add (PSOLA), a time–domain signal processing method, which allows for modification of pitch and speech duration between individual segments [6].

Additionally, context–dependent HMM, is another method of synthesis implemented into HMM–based Speech Synthesis System (HTS). HMM synthesis generates sequences of minute time observations, to produce outputs based on their trained speech database [34, 39]. HMM–based synthesis has been shown to enhance human–like attributes, such as ‘creaky voice’ (vocal fry) [25]. More recently, engineers are exploring hybrid systems which use Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (BLSTM) in combination with Deep Neural Networks (DNN)–based TTS systems. These have shown to outperform HMM synthesis, and produce ‘smoother’ speech [7], with research being pushed in this area across computational fields, it is likely that DNN-based systems will become the most successful for achieving natural human–like synthetic speech.

### Table 1: Traits provided by IBM®. Names will be abbreviated, e.g., en–US_Lisa = US–F–1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IBM® Name</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>de–DE_Bridgit</td>
<td>DE–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de–DE_Dieter</td>
<td>DE–M–1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en–GB_Kate</td>
<td>GB–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>British English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en–US_Allison</td>
<td>US–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>American English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es–ES_Enrique</td>
<td>ES–M–1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Castilian Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es–ES_Laura</td>
<td>ES–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Castilian Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es–LA_Sofia</td>
<td>LA–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Latin American Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fr–FR_Renee</td>
<td>FR–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it–IT_Francois</td>
<td>IT–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja–JP_Emi</td>
<td>JP–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt–BR_Isabela</td>
<td>BR–F–1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Brazilian Portuguese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 PERCEPTION TEST METHODS

To evaluate listeners’ perception of the considered traits (age, gender, accent origin and human-likeness) a corpus of 13 synthesized voices was rated by 23 listeners of varying nationalities. All listeners were fluent in English, and some had knowledge of more than 3 other languages. The annotation task was undertaken in the iHEARu-PLAY online browser-based annotation platform, and traits were divided into individual tasks. Each task was created to allow for maximum inclusion, allowing for the diverse perception of personification for the voices.

Evaluation Parameters

1. **Age:** A 10-point scale from 1–100 (each point corresponding to 9 years i.e., 1–10, 11–20, etc.). The large scale was chosen for evaluation as this trait was undefined.
2. **Gender:** Considering masculinity and femininity, and the additional options of, both or neither. Although binary-gender may be prominent, given the disembodiment of machine voices, the listener can evaluate if these voices show any androgynous or opposing gender qualities.
3. **Accent Origin:** Using the nationality meta-data provided by iHEARu-PLAY, listeners could select from 249 nationality options. This test will evaluate if the listeners’ perceptions deviate from the IBM® assigned languages.
4. **Human-Likeness:** Using a 5-point Likert scale, 1=Artificial (or Non-Human) and, 5=Human. Coining the term Human-Like from the Uncanny Valley, this test will evaluate if human qualities are lost through concatenation synthesis.

Voice Corpus

The corpus used for this annotation task, was collected from the IBM® Watson Text to Speech API, developed for IBM® Watson Developer Cloud. Watson is an expressive TTS system, which allows for the alteration of an array of humanised parameters, including; glottal tension, speech rate, and pitch range. All 13 available voices, including 11 female and 2 male were selected for analysis (full details are shown in Table 1). Note there is an unavoidable gender bias which is representative of the synthesized voice market. For this first-step evaluation, we chose to use the entire IBM® Watson corpus.

Using the IBM® service, five sentences were captured for each of the 13 available synthesized voices:

1. 'ne kal ibam soud molen!' – Nonsense
2. 'koun se mina lod belam' – Nonsense
3. 'How are you?' – Sense, in defined language
4. 'Thank you' – Sense, in defined language
5. 'I love you' – Sense, in defined language.

Audio files were originally captured in raw OGG and subsequently converted to mp3, 16 kHz, mono, 256 kb/s for compatibility with iHEARu-PLAY.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To understand the perception of the evaluated traits, we first considered the listeners in two groups (German and non-German) as there was an unbalance across the listener groups. Our analysis (cf. Section 3) shows that there does not appear to be a relationship between listener nationality, and types of utterance. Results displayed...
Table 2: Results for all evaluated traits. Age: Mean (m) and Standard Deviation (sd). Gender (%): Feminine (F), Masculine (M), Both (B), Neither (N). Accent Origin: 1st and 2nd most frequent. Human–Likeness: mean (m), mean difference (m_d) comparison, for 'least' (JP–F–1), and 'most' human (ES–M–1) vs. all. Values in bold, for gender and accent origin indicate results which correspond to the IBM® attribution and for human–likeness indicate p < .05 from a Tukey's post hoc test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender (%)</th>
<th>Accent Origin</th>
<th>Human–Likeness (m, m_d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>sd</td>
<td>F  M  B  N</td>
<td>1st 2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR–F–1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>90 8 0.6   07.0 01.6</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE–F–1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>88 6 0.0   08.7 02.7</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE–M–1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>24 3 73 9 00.9 00.9</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES–F–1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>93 7 0.0   05.4 00.9</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES–M–1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>06 9 91 3 00.9 00.9</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR–F–1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>97 8 0.0   02.2 00.0</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB–F–1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>94 7 0.0   05.3 00.0</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT–F–1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>87 8 0.8   08.7 02.7</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP–F–1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>94 7 0.0   02.7 02.6</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA–F–1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>93 9 0.0   05.3 00.8</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US–F–1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>84 4 0.8   09.6 05.2</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US–F–2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>94 7 0.0   05.3 00.0</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US–F–3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>96 5 0.0   09.9 01.7</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that listeners agree with the age grouping, for the 3 younger and 10 older voices: 20-26, 30-39 respectively.

The listeners evaluation displays a slight inclination towards the perception of voices pronouncing nonsense speech as younger, however our smaller corpus size, allows us only to interpret this as a tendency. We also consider that listeners’ nationality and type of utterance do not effect listener perceptions; this could be due to the evaluated traits (age, gender, accent, and human–likeness) being related more to acoustic vocal characteristics, and have less relation to linguistic content. Since our results revealed this tendency across all evaluated traits, we will show results for the other parameters considering listener groups and utterances together, cf. Table 2.

The mean perceived ages for the voices; JP–F–1, US–F–1, and FR–F–1 was younger (group 22–25) than for all the other voices, which were identified within the age group 31–38. The youngest mean age was 22 (standard deviation of 7.4 years) for JP–F–1, the voice defined by IBM® as a Japanese speaking female. The oldest age was given to ES–M–1, the Spanish male synthesized voice, shows a mean age of 38 years, and standard deviation of 10.2 years.

The listeners’ perception of gender attributes for each synthesized voice is shown according to the four evaluated labels: femininity, masculinity, both, and neither. As can be seen, there is a clear relationship between gender associations and the IBM® given binary–gender. Despite this, DE–M–1 (the German male voice), shows 73.9% masculine traits, and was evaluated by listeners to have 24.3% feminine traits. Acoustically comparing DE–M–1 and ES–M–1 (IBM® Male, with 91.3% male attributes), we see that ES–M–1 has a formant structure similar to that of human speech, whereas DE–M–1 shows a broken formant structure which could be considered as more machine-like.

The first choice accent origin for all, except BR–F–1 (Portuguese speaking Brazilian, identified as Spanish); were correctly identified in relation to the language defined by IBM®. Previous findings by [31], indicate that language ‘family’ can be correctly identified by a listener group which includes non-natives. Our results agree with this observation; with both first and second choices, falling into the previously defined language ‘family’ of each synthesized voice: Neo-Latin (Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese), Germanic (German and English), and East Asian (Mandarin Chinese and Japanese). Nevertheless, listeners were not able to perceive the regional accent, e.g., all the Spanish speaking South American have been identified as Spanish.

Our analysis displays that the perception of human–likeness differs significantly across voices (cf. Table 2). The listeners consider ES–F–1, as the ‘most human’, rating this voice on average as 4.20 (84% / 100% Human and 5% Human), with a standard deviation of 1.00, and the ‘least human’ voice was JP–F–1, rated as 2.52 (39.6%), with standard deviation of 1.40.

The mean values and mean differences between the two ‘least’ and ‘most’ human voices are also given in Table 2. Values below the conventional threshold of p < .05, as obtained by Tukey’s post hoc tests from a one way ANOVA, are highlighted in bold. The effect sizes $d$ for the presented results vary from, 1.34 for (JP–F–1 vs ES–M–1), to 0.51 for (US–F–2 vs ES–M–1).

Evaluating our most androgynous result DE–M–1 again, we see that this voice also received a much lower ‘Human–like’ result (2.93 = 48.8% Human), when compared to ES–M–1 (4.20 = 80.2% Human). This leads us to assume a possible link between artificial voice, and perceived gender qualities. We also see a potential connection between age and human–likeness, as JP–F–1, our youngest voice (22), is also the least human (2.52 = 39.6%). However, US–F–2 and FR–F–1, were also identified younger (25, 23), but received higher human–likeness.

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, we evaluated the responses of 23 listeners, who assigned paralinguistic vocal traits to 13 synthesized voices. Gender and accent origin, were compared to the IBM® given traits, and additionally age, and human–likeness were assigned to the voices. Of most prominence we have found that this selection of synthesized
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voices can show a significant difference in the age result, which seems to parallel in most cases the result of human–likeness (i.e. the youngest voice was also perceived as the least human). Listeners did associate alternative gender traits to the voices, and in most cases were able to locate accent origin correctly as compared to the defined language locations previously attributed to them.

From this first–step study, our future work will include further human–likeness perception testing for a wider range of synthesized voices, created via differing synthesis methods. As well as evaluating closely the relationship of human–likeness and age, and accuracy of accent origin, via consideration to a more focused listener group. We also hope to additionally consider short–term emotional states, as a way to advance understanding of how the aesthetic design of synthesized voices can impact those in ear–shot.
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